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The Redleaf IP Cam 1000 WiFi camera is a perfect, simple and reliable surveillance solution. Thanks to it, your home,
office, shop or restaurant will be under constant supervision. The watchful eye of the camera detects any suspicious
movement and automatically sends an alarm to your smartphone. The device can be remotely controlled by a mobile
phone or a computer from any place on Earth that has Internet access. Main product features " Full HD resolution "
ONVIF protocol support " two-way audio communication " simple WiFi setup " rotating head, wide field of view " preview
and PTZ control with a smartphone, tablet or computer " recording and reading video from the application level " night
mode (four infrared LEDs) " strong stage lighting (four white LEDs) " automatic motion detection and object tracking "
alarm function with sending a notification to a mobile phone " Micro SD cards support up to 128 GB " efficient H.264
codec " housing resistant to adverse weather conditions (IP66) " wide compatibility (Android, iOS, Windows) You can
see everything like in the palm of your hand The device records in Full HD resolution (1920 x 1080 px). The picture is
very clear and full of details. With the Redleaf IP Cam 1000 surveillance camera you will keep an eye on everything that
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happens in your home or business while you are away. Two-way voice communication The camera
equipped
with a
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microphone and a loudspeaker, ensuring two-way audio communication in real time. Thanks to it, you can, for example,
talk to your children at home, provide information to employees in the company or to a courier at the gate. Effective
compression codec Camera recordings are saved using the efficient H.264 codec. Thanks to it, video transmission is
smooth, and more hours of material can fit on the memory card. Rotating head The camera head has a large range of
motion, rotates by 270 ° horizontally and 90 ° vertically. Combined with the wide-angle lens, it gives the field of view
almost 360 °. You can control it using the application on your smartphone, getting an overview on every centimeter of the
monitored area in your home or office. Waterproof design The device is resistant to adverse weather conditions. It is not
afraid of heavy rains and snow. This is confirmed by the IP66 waterproof class. Regardless of the weather, the Redleaf
IP Cam 1000 will always be ready for action. It has been designed to work both inside and outside the building. Motion
detection alarm No suspicious movement escapes the camera's attention. It will be detected and logged so that the thief
cannot hide. You will be informed immediately of the incident via an alarm sent to your phone. Support for large-capacity
memory cards The Micro SD slot supports TF cards with a capacity of up to 128 GB. With this free space, you can
record and save hours and hours of videos for later playback. 24-hour monitoring The Redleaf IP Cam 1000 camera is
equipped with four infrared LEDs and the same number of white LEDs used to illuminate the monitored scene. This
configuration ensures a clear image, even in complete darkness. P2P remote access Thanks to the convenient P2P
technology, you can watch live footage from the camera anywhere, anytime. It is enough to log into your account in the
application using a smartphone, tablet or laptop to have a glance at the monitoring installed in your home in the blink of
an eye. Share the view with others The monitoring system can be expanded with additional cameras. The device
supports the ONVIF protocol and allows you to share video and sound with other users of your choice. Two connection
methods The camera can be connected to the network router either wirelessly or with an Ethernet cable. The double
antenna provides a stable and strong signal. The connection is easy to set up and the camera software works with many
systems (Android, iOS, Windows). Technical specifications " Model: Redleaf IP Cam 1000 " resolution: 1920 x 1080 px "
sensor: Hi3518E + SC2235 " type of sensor: CMOS " minimum illumination: color: 0.4 Lux, black and white: 0.01 Lux "
SNR:> 48 dB " automatic electronic shutter (AES): 1/50 (1/60) s - 1 / 10,000 s " focal length of the lens: 3.6 mm " angle
of view of the lens: 85 ° " head movement: horizontal range: 270 °, vertical range: 90 ° " infrared LEDs: 4 " audio: audio
compression: G726 / G711, microphone, built-in speaker " network: ONVIF protocol support, two-way audio
communication, DDNS protocol " push notifications sent to the smartphone when motion is detected " others: 10 / 100M
Base-TX Ethernet, RJ45 connector, WIFI 802.11 b / g / n " additional: backlight compensation (BLC) " Micro SD TF card
support: up to 128 GB " rated voltage: 100 V - 240 V, 50 - 60Hz " working temperature: from -35 ° C to 55 ° C " working
humidity: 10% - 80% " power supply: DC 12 V; 2 A. " dimensions: 16 x 10 x 11 cm " weight: 460 g Compatibility " free
iCSee application available for mobile devices (Android, iOS) " free CMS application for desktops and laptops
(Windows) " free VMS application for desktops and laptops (Windows, MAC) Kit components " Redleaf IP Cam 1000
WiFi surveillance camera " set of mounting screws " watertight cable jacket " network adapter Warranty 24 months
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